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ABSTRACT
The Consumer Infovailicion Center is a federal proqram

which encourages federal agencies tc.develop and relvase consumer
information to the public. It alsc profiotes consumer ivareness and .

access to information through the "Consumer Informaticn Catalog" and
a mail order distribution operation. Through weiSeaFch, the'Center' CL
learn.the needs ard wants cf consumers, help make accisions about
marketing and distribution of information, and select publicatioas
for the Catalog. One of three mefhCds of research is the nationwide
testing survey, performed quarterly on 2,500 households: it involves
interviews in-home wheresubjects are asked to resi:cnd to twenty
consumer titles. Responses are then organized demographically fot
future comparisim. The second methcd i$ the catalcy audience survey
designed to elicit responseq to similar items from catalog
subscribers. Finally, a sampling of 1,000 catalog orders is made for
indications ot preference1 klverall results in.dicate a "respondent
effect" due to enthusiasm on the audience survey and a significantly
lower interest on the nationwide Survey expressed by tfiose over 65,
those earning less than $10,000, and those with some high school
education or less. When suggesting topics for puhlidifttion, consumets
consistently select similar items. Research results arc used to
.establish consumer informatior priorities, and to target certain
publication's to certain demographic groups,b,siand to reach less
responsive audiences through radio, television, and the popular
press. (FP)
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The Consumer Information Center is a federal program in
1

c

. Washingtbn, D.C. that encourages reileral agencies to .

develop and release consumer information to the publit. -.

It also promotes consumer awateness oPand access-to this

information through the Consunier Information Catalog and

a mail-order distribution opeiition in.Pueblo,-tolorado. (,,
.

the Center researches consumer information needs' and intepests.

pese 'data are used to encourage and distribute publications .

consumers really want. 1

,

/ .

Research shows some differences in the informatibn interests

of the general public versus users of the Consume(Information

Cataloa. The Center uses this knowledgeqt(Ktarget Cat'ajolL .

eftorts towards information-seekers, while disseminaing .

consumer information to a less responsive audience thrOdgh

radio, television, end the opular press.
. I

The Consumer Information Center is a federal program established by

Executive Order in 1970 to coordinate the development, promotion, and

distribution of consumer publications from the federal government. Its

two missions are: 1) to encourage federal departments and agencies to
develop and release relevant and useful Consumer information, and 2) to

increase public awareness of and accesS to federal consumer information.

Research plays a vital role in guiding these efforts.

First, it's our policy to encourage agencies to develop information

consumers need and want -- not information the government thinks.they

onght to get. It's our research challenge to learn these needs and wants.

Secondly, our research program helps us 'make decisions about marketing
and distribution of consumer information. If information:is to be used

by the public, we must deliver it to them in a usefulvand accepted form.

Through research, we ean gauge the different charactefistics of our various
audiences and target effective methods of reaching these groups.

4

We distribute consumer information by various methods including radio, TV,

newspapers, and magazines, both through advertising our consumer booklets

and by reporting on timely consumer topics.
.
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But the keystone ot our marketing efforts is the Consumer Information
Catalog, ag16-page listing of about 240 federal consumer publications.
Through direct hail, write-in requests, and display, the Center dis-
tribUtes 20-million copies of the Catalog each year. Consumers then
order the free or low-cost publications they want from the distribution
center in Pueblo, Colorado. 4

Thirdly, 9ur research to date centers on selecting publications for the
COnSumer_ Information. Catalog. Because of printing costs, the siie of
the citalog is *fixed. So publications compete for listing based on
popularity.

In summary, our r6search helps us evaluate new topics., target our mar-
keting for our audiences, and gecide which.publications will be listed
in the4Catalog. lhese functions are se ed by our nationwide title
testing Survey, .our audience suryey, and ur "sales" sample.

NATIONWIDE TITLE TESTING SURVEY

Eialuating potential new consumer publication begins with Jesting
titles among a representatiu.qational sample f 2500 households.

Each study is per orMe uarterly as part of an omnibus survey by as'
contract research finn wh ch conducts in-home interviews on etierything
Oom car designs to tooth aste. As one-part. of this multi-faceted inter-
viOw,-the respontfent is p esented- with a listing of 20 consumer titleS
and Oscriptions just as hey would appear in the Consumer Information

. .

Catal9g. The responde marks the list indicating his or her interest in
ordering.each publication if it wel-e offered.

Potential'topics for the te'st are-gathered in a number of ways. They may
be suggested by other government agencies, by our staff, by news articles,
or by-consumers themselves. In a0, 0out 50 potential test titles are
narrowed down by committee to 14 actual test items.

Each.survey also lists six existing publications as controls. These are
of known popularity and are already listed in the Catalog. Half free
and half charge titles, these controls include one, highly successful and
two moderately successful publications-each:

The raw 4ata from kis suryey are rettilltd to us in 60 days. They show
. what persientage of rqspondents answered in each of four categories:
"Definitely would order," "ProtAbly would. order," "Probably wouldn't
order," and "Definitely wouldg't order." Don't know and not sure re-
sponses are also tali-ied.

-The data represent the opinions of all respondents who we call our
1otal group. Responses are broken down by several demographic factors,
includitng age, education, income; sex, city.size, and geographic region.
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The contractor separately tallies the responses of a selected demographic

group of nationeide respondents that simulates the age, education, and

income chara0.eristics of avid.Catalog users who respond to our audience

su'rvey. This isCour target group- They are betweeN the ages of 25 ansi
34, and have one year of college education or more and a household I

income of at lest $15,000.

We look at this subgroup to see how responses differ from those of the

general public. We hypothesized that the target demographic group
would be more interested in actively brdering printed cogsumer infor-
mation. Therefore, their responses would be better indiebtors for
choosing Catalog publications. In fact, Ihey,do respond meee strongly
to consumer titleg. But they're somqtimes turned off to titles that
sound too simplistic or "just -common sense."

$

Let's look at a few eiamples of how we analyze the results of this
survey. But first, we must explain a few terms:

#

We measure interest in'consumeninformation by the most positive re-
sponse, "Yes. I def1rlite1y would order." The percentage of respondents

Apswering this way is`the publication'cscore." .

Another statiltical deviCe we use is oUr -"index." It's merely a ratio
of a publication's score to the average score of All the free or all .

the charge publications tested in that survey: Any list of 20 toptcs

may be more or less popular lhan another. Or consumers may nol feel
like 4dering briciklets on:a given day. So tHe index adjusts forvari-
atiOns among surveys aqd gives us a kommon denminator by which to
comp(are data among preqfious surveys.

The index is simple'to understand if You remember that an index of 1.00
is exaCtly average. An index of 1.60 means the publication is 1.6 times
average or 60 7. more popular than Average. An index of :84 is below
average, about 16% less popular.

A:second index is.computed comparing all four possible.responses, trio
positive and two negative. This is the positive-riegative index. It

alTows us.to examine underlying,copinion not reflected in comparing the
single, most positive responses. For any group of publications tested,
there is an average ratio of positive responses to negative responses.
.When the two posttive responses occur more often than thisaverage, the
positive-negative index is higher than 1.00. 'When the negative responses
exceed.the average, the positive-negative index .is lower.

i
k,

For example, a group of tested iitles might have an average of 47 posi-
1 tive "Definitely would" or "Probably would" xesponses b) 42 negative
"Definitely wouldn't" or "Probably wouldn't" renlies. The remainder
would be "Not sure" or "Don't knoW" responses.

44
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Thus, the .average ratfa"of pasitive to negative responses would'be 42

or 1.11: If a particular publication has 54 positive to 40 negative

responses (a ratio 1.35), its posttive-negat.ive index is, 1.35 or 1.21.

If a publication's score index were 1109, the positive-negative index

of 1.21 shows that overall opinion was comparatively more positive than

just "Definitely would order" responses indicate.

So we-have a score, a score index, and a positive-negalive index.' We

compute these separately for bot4 total and target group responses for

each publication.

It's important to remember, though, that data far free and*charge pub-.

lications are always analyzed separately.

So here's an example of how we use the data to judge the most prom-

.
ising consumer Oblications for the Catalog,. Let's say hat Title

is a proposed new publication on "Wins, Estates, ond Taxes" and Tit e

B is a new government booklet on Medicare.
A

.

Total

Positive-

iotal Target Total Target Negative

Score Score Index Index Index .

Title A 19.0 24.3 1.00 1.16 -', 1.10

Title B 22.0 19.5 1.15 0.89 1.38

1 .

Target
PoVitive-
Negative
Index

1.413

0.42

Results show that the target group is more interested in "definitely"

ordering Title A than the total group. 'The target score is higher, the

target index shows it to be higher above average, and the index of all

positive and negative responses shows even more positive response than

average.

Title 8, though, may be a problem for our most avid Catalog audience.

Although the total index is higher than average, the target group isn't

very interested judging from a lower "Definitely would order" score and

a below atierage target index of 0.89. Even the index of target positive

to negative responses shows stronger overall negative opinion than

refl.ected by comparing "definitely would" responses alone.

tATALOG AUDIENCE SURVEY

To the results of our nationwide survey, we add the opinions of actual

Catalog users who respond to our.audience survey. We measure tht
opinfon of these audience respondents to contrast with the more average

group of the national representative sample. We retest our 20 consumer

A
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titles with these pecipfe by inserting questionnaires in 1500 outgoing

orders. AQ average gf 500% br 33%, are returned..

Perhaps because of 4espondent effect," respondents are of higher inconie

and education and are more concentrated in age than the general public

or perhaps even Catalog_ users generally1 Alsoaudiente respondents

are about twice as enthusiastic hktheir intentions to order potential

conumer publications.. Why? Besides questions Of methodology we'll

cover later, one reason may .be that this group has confidence in us:

They've successfuljy or;:lered and received publications from the

Catalog at the time they're,$urveyed; in fact, 75% are repeat

-cu.sComers.
Az.

- They're satisfied wl*our service and publications (by survey,

about 95% satisfied).

They!re interested in printed consumer information--7 enough

to oripr -7 enough to return the questionnaire.

So if we add the information from'the audience survey to our nationWid.
title test,-our ex-ample might look like this: (Positive-negative

measures eliminated)" %

Ratio:

Total Target AuCiience Audience. Total Target Audience

Score Score Score To Target Index Index Index

Tille A 19.0 24.3 47:9 (1.97) 1.N._ 1.24 .1.13

Title B 22.0 9.5 28:2 (1.47) 1.16 0.89 0.47

,

Title*A's perfor once continues to improve in the audience score-by the

expected factor f 1.97 compared to target score.- rn the audience
index, the slight drop is not siginificant. 'Remember, it's based on

an average which is affectediby the pdputerity of other publications,

including controls. In the audience survey, the controls are even more
popular than in the title survey because.our audience has already been

exposed to them -r and may have already ordered and re.ceived them.

Title B is typical, too, in its own way. It's popular with the total

group but leses popular with.the target group ond not at all popular ,

with our actual audience respondents. And the ratio of its audience
to tdrget scores is just 1.47. This is far below our expectation that
audience respondents will report twice the intentions to "definitely (
order.", ..

So that's how we analyze title test data-rig t now. Actually, Title A

coulA be any of a number of good to outstand g.consumer topics we're .

trying 4o get i-nto the Consumer Information C talog. Besides "Wills, . .

a

S.
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Estates, and Taxes," other to ics of prime interest includia

Medical Bills" and."Protectin
,1

Yourself from Crime."
A a

Title B may be a subject-of interest to the total group but

interest to our avid Catalog users.

SAMPLING CATALOG ORDERS

*4.

:Tutting

of lower

How effective is title testing in predicting popularity of publications

in the Consumer-Information Catalog? The proof of the pudding Is he

"sales" (actualTydTiTt-ributiçn) Sample. measuring actual popularity

the Cata.tog. We randomly sample 1000 Catalog order blanks at our Ol

tribution facility.. By tabulating orders, werdetermine the percenta4le

of. consume s ordering each publication. This is our "sales score"
which we relate to the total, target, an4 audience scores that measured

intentib to "definitely order."

The sales performance-of a puklication determines its chance to be

listed In the next issue of thg Catalog. Any pUblicatiokthat falls
below A specific level of popularity for two quarters is SUbject-to-

removal from the Catalog-
.

All of our surveys are aimed at ;redicting thdse consumer *publications

thatwill be popular.enough to earn a lasting place in the Catalog.

We use the techniques outlined below to identify promising pUblications:

1. Comparison of total nationwide sample opinion with the
preferehces of the select demographic target group

* The target groui) should show higher interest

1

2. Comparison of nationwide opinion with that of audience
respondents

* Audience response should be about twice as.strong for
a free publication, somewhat less for a charge title

3. Comparison against titles of known Catalog performance

* If a pubtication outscore,s a control, it should be
popular

4, Ranking of a.11 titles and controls ever tested

* This helps generalize data among various surveys to
equalize variations in competition

DO SURVEYS *PREDICT ACTUAL POPULARITY?

N t quite. For instance, nationwide sample respondents strongly over-

'?

timate their intentions to.order charge publications. And while the
k

,
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audience respondents.are.more realistic about charge publications, they're

unrealistically enthusiastic in their overall ordering intentions.?

Other factors may bt.present to bias results, including title and
description changes, time lag between testing and Catalog listing-,
even noo events and other factors affecting public opinion. And we
alread/ 'know that our _target and audience demographics are not exactly

.representative of the total4Catal.oa audience. .But except for lip Code
studies, we cannot survey the audience more closely because of federal
privacy requirements.

However, we can understand some of the limitations.and anomalies ,in
these studies to better understand the data. For instance, why are
survey results generally higher.than actual sales percentages? j

Oue explanation is that surveying reporteg intentions is a veryltbyrecise

measure of actual behavior. As, they say talk is cheap.

Larger-than-life intentions may also resullot because an important element

in real-life ordering is missing in the test procedure.

actual ordering, Cata.log users are bermitted only 20 free consWer
. publications per order. On average, they order about-14.. And those
Or.dering &harge publicatipns choose.only an average of four,'Oresumably
because of cost. So for one reason or another, their choices are
rationed and prioritized.

1

1

But in the test procedure, the re9pondent considers eaph publication
separately without prioritizing selections of competin4 titles% There-

fore, "Definitely would order" intentions are generally higher in the
test .situation.

Similarly, charge titles test particularly high. lest selections are
made freelof without regard to paying the cost for these choices. This

behavior-is most appareq among the nationwide sample respondents who
may have never actually ordered from the Consumer Information. Catalog.
The charge selections of audience respondents are more reilistic.
This may be because the hard decision about buying charge titles is

, still fresh in their minds.

ARE THERE ANY AGE, EDUCATION, OR INCOME TRENDS CONCERNING INTEREST IN
CONSUMER INFORMATION?

Foi:-the purposes of this paper, we have generalized opinion on 40 free
and charge consumer titles tested in two parallel nationwide and
audience surveys. This represents but a small portion of the data
available. from 13 nationwide and four audience surveys where titles
were.tested. Since we are just,beginning this systematic analysis of
results, we regard our methodology and results as preliminary.

We.have found that consumer interest in these 40 titles was qbite uni-
form among most age, education, and income-groups. .In comparing
nationwide and audience opinion, however, we find that significantly



lower interest was expressed by consumers over 65 years old, lhose with

household incomes below $10,000 per year, and those with just some high

school education or less.3

. The percentage distribution of interest within each demographic charac.-

teristic.shows more Clearly the lower interest of the bottom education

and income groups and the oldest age groyp: 4 .

While most age, education, and income subgrqups demonstrate roughly

equal interest between surveys, the three "problem" groups show'signif-

icantly less interest in the nationwide survey. Older citizens over.

-65 years old and those. with household incomes below $10,000 are

respectively 40% and 19% below the average interest .of all ages and

incomes.
t

Audience respondents withoome high school education of less actually

offer 15% More "Definitely would order" responses than average,4erhaps

an indicition of a number of students ordering fp0m.the Catalog. Byt

among the nationwide sample who may not be Catal% customers, thosf .

,. in the lowest education grov expressed 23t1eS-S-4interest in definitely. -

ordering the test publications. .

What can we conclude about this? We can.see that the opinions of our

audience respondents are not necessarily those of the generil public.

Therefore, we may be justified in targeting our marketing.approach by

providing Catalog..users with vublications that best'meet their interests.

We believe that the general public, especially senior citizens ind

thoseiwith lowerincomes and education levels, may have a special need

to be smarter consumers in.these inflationary times. Yet we can be

less sure that these groups will initiate fhe transaction through the

Consumer piformation Catalog to receive informational booklets. ,For

this -rea-son, the-tenter deTivers "unsolicited" consumerlinformation

directly to them through articles in the popular press ihd feature

stories on radio and

On the brighter side, the appatently strong interest of the 25-.34 oge

group in our audience survey is reflected in the responses of the

nationwide sample. This is our top market young people who may lack

the experience of age but who face tough choices' in home buying, child

rearing, and financial management. They also have tbe educational
background and financial resources to be our best customers for printed

.consumer information. And for the time being, the "baby boom" bulge

in this age group assures us a large, enthusiastic audience for consumer

information.

WHAT TOPICS DO CONSUMER SUGGEST THEMSELVES?
I

We test consumer titles which may be developed by federal agencieswin

Washington. But we also ask audience respondents what other.titles

0
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.-\they'd like. And from time to time we find a winner such as."Keeping

Your Family's Health Records."

What are thilr greatest interests? Constimers are fairly consistent

ingsuggesting five or six areas mostirequently including;health,
exercise, food, diet, child rearing eild children's.books, and energy.

Perhapsbecause we're a government operation, they requestpublications
explainiAg government operations and services, taxes, the law, and

1 current legislation. Predictably,,public opinion is fickle.- the top

area of interest changes with current events and the seasons.

Other areas of consistent but less pressing interest include: consumer

orotectioncareers and jobt, senior citizen's.subjects, home improve-
ment and do-it-yourself-projects, crafts, education, gardening, car
care, small appliances, credit, and subjecls for the handicapped.

6 6*

As if that weren't enough, consumers offered an additiOnal 119 single
suggestions in a recent survey. This demonstrates both the wide
diversity of consumer interests ang the broad opportunities and
challenge we all have.to meet consumers' information needs.

PUTTING THIS RESEARCH TO WORK

Our judgements concerning the resul.ts of title testing help determine
our consumer information objectives with nearly 30 federal agencies in.

.1 Washington.

C.

Our agency liaison staff uses research results &convince federal
authors and policymakers to publish needed consumer information. More-

over, survey results can suggest that luthors should target publications
to certain demographic groups or adjust the reading level Of a prospec-
tive publication.

Overall, this information helps agency officials establish their consumer
information priorities and gives them ammunition in pursuing these
priorities with agency administrators. In the often subjective field
of anticipating the public interest, opinions backed by survey results
can sometimes make the difference.
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1TABLE.1: Key Compariscins between bemographic Characteristics of uditence
Respondents and US Population

AGE EDUCATION e ..HOUSEHOLD INCOME

25- 45- High School College Grad $10K . $20K
34 64 or less or more or les -or more

51% -- 14% 45%Audience

US Population
(1976)

30% 33%

15% 17%

16r

151; 39% 25%

2TABI.c 2: Avemge "Definitely Would Order" Scores for Recent Surveys and
Typical Averages for Actual"Orders

NATIONWIDE
SAMPLE

24 Free Titles - 11.74%,

16 Charge Titles 9.75%

AUDIENCE SALES SAMPLE
RESPONDENTS

.
. (Typical)

10.0%%30.574i

20.99% 1:7%

J.*

t

'TABLE j4: Average PercentAge of "Definitely Would Order" Responses.by
Demojraphic Characteristics for Nationwide and Audience Surveys

AGE .
EDUCAfION HOUSEHOLD INCOME

25-35-45-55- Some HS Some Coll. $10- $15-
U ad Coll. Grad+ -$10K $15K $20K $20K+

Audience 27 29 25 24-26 23 31 24 26 27 29 26 24 27'

Nationwide 12 13 11 lf) 10 6 8 11 12 11 9 11 12 11 4

I 2

4.
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'FABLE 4: Percentage DistrtbutiOn of "Definitely Would Order" Responses for
Both,Surveys Across Ages Education, and Income Characteristics

t

AGE - -24 252-34
,

35-44 .45-54 55-64 65+
..- -

. .

_Audience . )7.5 18.7
,

16.3 15.3 16.7 15.2 \

-Nationwide 19.1 20.7 17.9 .16.2 15.8 9.9

EDUCATION
Some HS
or less

Audience

Nationwide

HS Grad -.:

28.9 22.5

19.2 26.1

Some , College Grad
College or more

23.6 24.7

27.3 27.1

HOUSEHOLD
INCOME -$10K $10-151C $15-2QK $20K+

Audience 27.4 24.5 22.8 25.1

Nationwide 20.4 25.4 27.8 26.3

4
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